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ARIZONA HOME GARDENING
By HARVEY F. TATE
Extension Horticulturist

Fresh vegetables from the garden should supply much of the
family's food needs.

Home gardens have proven their value to those who have tried
them. Those who have not grown one could be convinced of their
value if they would give them a trial. A fertile garden plot with
proper handling can be made to yield a large quantity of vege-
tables in a year's time. Of greater importance than the money
value of a garden is its benefit in maintaining the health of the
family. Fresh vegetables are the most important source of cer-
tain vitamins and minerals and thereby, of course, are necessary
for good health. Many home gardeners give little thought to the
food value of the vegetables they grow. More attention should
be given to the growing of different kinds of vegetables that are
balanced from a nutritional standpoint.

In most of southern and central Arizona it is possible to have
fresh vegetables from the garden every month of the year if the
crops are selected which grow best during the different seasons.
The fall, winter, and spring gardens are easiest to grow as the
water requirements are less, and pests and weeds are easier to
control. The summer garden should include those vegetables
which are tender to frost and grow best during the hot weather.
A succession of varieties and plantings will give a much longer
period of harvest. Some vegetable crops are highly commer-
cialized in certain areas of the State, but this does not mean that
they cannot be grown successfully in other areas at other seasons.

PLANNING THE GARDEN

Locate the Garden Close to the House
The garden should be located as near the house as possible.

This will save much time in going back and forth to gather vege-
tables, will enable even a busy housewife to do garden work at
odd times, and keep it under close observation. The garden should
have full sunshine and should be placed where tree roots will not
take away moisture and plant food from the vegetable crops. The
site should be well drained and level as possible. If there is a
slope, a south slope is preferable. If there are strong winds during
the growing season, locate the garden in a protected place, if pos-
sible. There must be an irrigation ditch, well, faucet, or windmill
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5. If properly planned, one crop can be planted to follow an-
other, thus keeping the entire garden busy the year around.
Rotate crops so that one vegetable is not planted in the same
place year after year. If the same vegetable is planted in the
same plot for several seasons there is a possibility that soil-borne
diseases will develop which will ruin the crop and perhaps other
closely related crops.

6. Long rows are preferred to short ones because of the ease
of cultivation and irrigation. Often the cultivating can be done
when traveling to and from the field. If the cultivation is to be
done by hand, the short rows with close spacing require less hand
labor. A poor job of planning often leads to haphazard care and
poor results.

7. A few simple tools of good quality are needed to keep the
garden cultivated and free of weeds and pests. They are a garden
rake, hoe, shovel, spading fork, trowel, and a small sprayer or
duster. Keep these handy and ready for use when needed.

PKEPARING THE SOIL

Plow or Spade the Garden Early

As already mentioned the best garden soil is a rich, sandy loam.
Too often such a soil is not available for the home gardener so he
has to make the best use of the soil at hand. By careful manage-
ment any average soil can be made to yield productive crops.
Sandy soils are well drained, easily worked, and warm up quickly
in the spring. Care should be taken not to plow or spade the soil
while the garden is still too wet. To determine whether the soil
is dry enough to work, squeeze a handful into a tight ball, then
break it apart with the fingers. If the ball crumbles it is safe to
work the soil, but if the soil clings together and is sticky it is too
wet. Sandy soils dry out more quickly than clay soils, also they
are less damaged by working or tramping than are the heavier
soils.

Organic Matter is Needed to Produce Good Tilth

Coarse organic material, such as barnyard manure, cover crops,
or sod, should be turned under several months before the garden
is to be planted. If there is a heavy crop residue that cannot be
turned under or if it is infected with some plant disease, it should
be raked up and burned.
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A heavy application of organic material will greatly increase
the water-holding capacity of sandy soils and make them more
suitable for plant growth. Organic matter incorporated into
clay or heavy soils helps to prevent soil particles from running
together and baking, makes the soil easier to work and more
ideal for plant growth by improving both air and water penetra-
tion.

If there is any Bermuda or Johnson grass on the land, rake up
and burn the roots and stems while it is being plowed or spaded.
A few hours of extra work before planting will save many hours
of weeding later in the season.

Just before the garden is planted level the area with a harrow
or rake to remove all rocks or debris that may be on the surface.
The surface soil should be in a finely pulverized condition before
planting to be sure the soil particles come in contact with the small
seeds.

MANURES AND FERTILIZERS

Manure is the Basis of Good Fertility

Plant food for the garden may be supplied by manures and
commercial fertilizers. Heavy applications of barnyard manures
always should be the basis for improving and maintaining the
soil fertility in the home garden for they furnish plant nutrients
as well as organic matter. Commercial fertilizers are not sub-
stitutes for manures. They should be used only to supplement
plant foods normally present in manures. Manures have many
good effects upon the soil which commercial fertilizers lack, and
supplying only plant food is not enough to insure good crops.
Manure contains all the mineral elements that are in the food
consumed by the animals and when manure is used in large
quantities minor-element deficiency seldom occurs. Best results
are obtained with commercial fertilizer where there is plenty of
manure or organic matter in the soil.

Before plowing or spading the garden should receive an appli-
cation of barnyard manure at the rate of 8 to 12 tons per acre—
100 to 150 pounds or 3 to 5 wheelbarrow loads per square rod
(% pound per square foot is approximately 10 tons per acre).
Since manure is low in phosphorus, add 25 to 50 pounds of super-
phosphate per ton of manure—1 to 2 pounds per 100 pounds of
manure. This should be broadcast over the manure and turned
under. It is advisable to apply the manure 6 to 8 weeks in warm
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weather or 3 to 5 months in cold weather before planting; plow
or spade it under 6 to 10 inches in depth and irrigate immediately
so that the manure will rot and become incorporated with the
soil. In the mid and high elevations the manure should be ap-
plied in the fall after the summer crops are removed. A light to
heavy application of barnyard manure should be applied each
year, or after each crop is harvested, to replenish plant nutrients
and to improve the physical condition of the soil. In some areas
manures may be scarce, but a small application is better than
none. In using barnyard manures, the following pointers should
be kept in mind:

1. Poultry, rabbit and goat or sheep manures should be used
at one-half the rate of cow or horse manure.

2. Small quantities of fresh chicken or rabbit manure can be
broadcast lightly over the garden without previous composting.

3. Barnyard manures may be used when they are fresh, if they
are scattered over the garden area but not allowed to touch the
growing plants.

Growing pole beans in Oak Creek Canyon

4. On farms where several different kinds of manures are
available, they should be mixed together—not used separately.
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5. The best results may be obtained from applying small
amounts of manure and supplementing with commercial fertilizer.

6. Manure may carry a lot of weed seeds which will grow un-
less the manure has been piled up and allowed to heat.

7. Manure containing very much straw may retard plant
growth until the straw is well decomposed and plant nutrients
are liberated.

8. Manures decay more rapidly when the soil is warm and
moist.

9. For some crops, such as cucumbers, melons, tomatoes and
pumpkins, rotted manure is applied in hills by mixing it with the
soil in the bottom of the hole and covering with soil.

Commercial Fertilizers Properly Used
Increase Garden Production

Commercial fertilizers should be used in gardens to supplement
the plant food in barnyard manure or other organic material. In
many areas barnyard manure is expensive and difficult to obtain,
therefore it is necessary to apply commercial fertilizers to get the
best plant growth. On soils that are fairly fertile, commercial fer-
tilizer only will be sufficient for a year or two, but such practice
is not recommended because it results in a lessening of the organic
matter in the soil.

Nitrogen is the plant food element that generally will give the
greatest response in plant growth; however, phosphorus may be
of equal value in growing vegetable crops if properly used. Most
farmers will find that the same fertilizer used on crops will be
satisfactory for the home garden.

Some Fertilizers and Their Uses

The numbers associated with each fertilizer name indicates the
percentage of nitrogen, phosphorus, and potasium in the material;
thtxs, 6-9-5- means 6% nitrogen, 9% phosphorus (P2O5), and 5%
potassium (K2O).

(Note: Analysis is required by law to be on each tag or con-
tainer)
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Depending on soil and climatic conditions, commercial fertil-
izers are generally applied in one of the following three ways:

1. By broadcasting evenly over the ground after plowering or
spading, then thoroughly mixing with topsoil 2 or 3 days before
preparing the ground for seeding or planting. Phosphate or mixed
fertilizers are often applied in this manner.

2. By applying in bands 2 inches to the side and 3 inches be-
low the seed row. This is the most efficient method of applying
fertilizers. On large acreages it can be done with special equip-
ment, but for home gardens a furrow 3 or 4 inches deep on the
side of the bed can be made with a hoe, and the fertilizer applied
in the bottom of the furrow. The furrow is then covered to re-
surface the bed and make a shallow furrow for the seed. Phos-
phates, mixed fertilizers, and ammoniated phosphates are best
applied in this way.

3. By side dressing with a readily soluble nitrogen fertilizer.
This method makes use of fertilizers supplying chiefly nitrogen,
such as ammonium sulphate, ammonium phosphate 16-20, am-
monium nitrate, and sodium nitrate, to stimulate vegetative
growth. The side dressing is made by broadcasting the fertilizer
along the irrigation furrow, mixing with the soil by cultivation,
and irrigating immediately to dissolve the fertilizer and carry it
into the root zone of the plant. Care should be taken to keep the
fertilizer off the leaves of the plants especially when wet. There
is danger of burning the foliage, if these fertilizers come in con-
tact with the leaves.

Uncommon Materials Often Used as Fertilizers

COMPOST is a mixture of manures, crop residues, leaves, grass
and other organic materials that have been partly decayed.
Usually the materials are placed in pits, trenches, or wide, flat
piles with alternating layers of soil. Sometimes commercial fer-
tilizers are added to hasten decomposition and to give a higher
plant-food value to the finished product. If the compost is kept
moist, the material decomposes in a few months. It is similar to
leaf mold and can be used as mulch or general fertilizing material.

PEAT MOSS is often used as a bedding material in chicken
houses. This bedding material makes an excellent fertilizer for
gardens, flowerbeds, and truck farms. It should be worked into
the soil several weeks before planting so the material will have
time to decompose. It improves the soil structure and adds plant
nutrients; peat moss alone contains no plant food.
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SAWDUST alone contains very little plant food; however, if
partly rotted sawdust is used as a bedding material for horses and
cows, the resulting mixture can be used as garden fertilizer. Some
commercial nitrogen fertilizer applied with this mixture will help
make it rot sooner without depriving the soil of nitrogen. How-
ever, sawdust soaked with urine will decompose without robbing
the soil of nitrogen; therefore, the addition of commercial nitro-
gen fertilizer is unnecessary in this instance because of the high
nitrogen content of urine.

WOOD ASHES contain a small amount of potash, but ashes
should not be dumped in garden areas because: (1) Arizona soils
are not generally lacking in potash; (2) the use of ashes may make
the soil too alkaline for best plant growth.

Hillside garden in Red Rock area of Yavapai County.

IRRIGATING THE GARDEN
Gardens Must be Watered for Best Plant Growth

Irrigating home gardens is necessary in all sections of Arizona,
except in a few small, dry-farming areas. In the areas where
gardeners are able to get by in favorable years, a little supple-
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mental irrigation water would increase the yields and insure a
crop every year.

The amount of water required and frequency of irrigation de-
pend upon the crop, climate, time of year, and soil conditions.
Shallow-rooted crops require more frequent watering than deep-
rooted crops. During cool weather and normal rainy seasons
fewer irrigations are needed than during the hot, dry season. In
the lower valleys less water is required for the late fall, winter,
and early spring crops than for the late spring, summer, and
early fall crops. In the high elevations vegetable crops are grown
mainly during the late spring, summer, and early fall months, at
which time summer rains often lessen the requirements for irri-
gation water. The procedure for preirrigating and for irrigating
the garden until the plants are well started will be almost the
same within a locality.

The following outline should help in preparing an irrigation
schedule for the home gardener:

1. Preparing the Garden Soil
Moisten the soil to a depth of one foot. Spade or plow the

soil as soon as it has dried enough to work well. Irrigate thor-
oughly to moisten the soil to a depth of 4 feet. Water thus stored
in the soil will eliminate much irrigation after the vegetables
are seeded.

2. Irrigating to Germinate the Seeds
If the seed is sown in a low bed, slowly fill the furrow with

water until the bed is soaked through and the moisture has
reached the damp soil below. If sprinkling is used, a fine spray is
best, wetting the dry topsoil until it meets the moisture from
below. Irrigate lightly or sprinkle every day to keep the soil
moist around the seed and to prevent crusting. During hot or
windy weather the surface soil will dry out quickly and irrigation
should be made as often as needed. Continue until the seedlings
are well established.

A mulch of dried grass clippings, straw, or old burlap bags may
be used over the bed or seed row to prevent evaporation and to
hold the moisture to the surface. Remove the mulching material if
it interferes with the seedlings as they begin to come up.

3. Irrigating Young Transplants
It is best to preirrigate the soil so the furrows or bed will be

settled. The surface soil should be allowed to dry until it is in a
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good workable condition. Sandy or sandy loam soils can be
worked sooner than heavier soils. Set the transplants near the
bottom of the furrow; then irrigate thoroughly. If the weather is
hot and windy, either put a board or shingle on the southwest side
of the plant to protect it during the hottest part of the day, or an
inverted V of cardboard may be placed over the plants for a few
days until they become established.

4. Irrigating Young Plants
After the young seedlings are up and thinned to a stand, fre-

quent, light irrigations should be continued. In 3 to 6 weeks the
root systems will be fairly well established and the interval be-
tween irrigations can gradually be lengthened.

Contour gardening irrigation showing subbing effects.

5. Irrigating Older Plants
Vegetables always should be kept in a vigorous growing con-

dition and should not be allowed to suffer a check due to lack of
water, otherwise the edible quality may be poor. Regardless of
how the water is applied, the soil in the root zone of the plant
must be kept moist continuously because irrigation replenishes
the water supply for plant use. Root systems of different plants
vary greatly and the soil should be moist to the depth of root
penetration. The depth of moisture penetration can be checked
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The seed of such crops as beets, carrots, turnips, lettuce, spin-
ach, Chinese cabbage, radishes, peas, beans, onions, chard, celery,
endive, etc., are sown in two rows on low beds.

The beds vary from 24 to 42 inches from center to center, de-
pending on the crop, space available, and whether hand or horse
cultivation will be used. The seed are sown near the edge of the
bed, and water is run in the furrow until the bed is soaked. Flood-
ing the top of the bed should be avoided as it causes the soil to
bake, and unless kept moist seedlings are not able to come through.
A similar bed may be used for seeding cabbage, broccoli and
cauliflower, but often they are grown in single rows on the side
of the bed.

If transplants are used they are set on the side of the furrow.
In either case as the plants grow soil is worked toward the bed
until the plant now is near the center of the bed. Sweet potato
plants are set at or just above the water line and hilled-up as they
grow larger.

Vine crops, such as cantaloupes, watermelons, squash, honey-
dews, and cucumbers, are planted on beds 5 to 8 feet in width; the
seed are placed 2 or 3 inches above the water line on the side of
the irrigation furrow. Such crops as tomatoes, peppers and egg-
plant may be set in shallow furrows and soil gradually worked
to the plants as the season progresses until a new furrow is es-
tablished 6 to 8 inches from the plants. Water is run in the fur-
row immediately after the plants are set.

Water applied in the furrow does not move far laterally, but
mostly downward. It is more economical to apply large amounts
of water at one time than small amounts frequently. On heavy
clay soils or where drainage is poor care should be taken in water-
ing so that the soil will not become waterlogged,

SEEDING AND TRANSPLANTING

Sow Seed at Correct Depth for Quick Germination

Vegetable seed may be planted in a dry seedbed and "irrigated
up", or planted in a moist bed. As a rule seed should be sown
deeper on a light soil than on a heavy soil, and large seed should
be planted deeper than small seed. The seed should be sown deep
•enough to keep it moist for good germination. Small seeds, such
as beets, carrots, lettuce, onions, spinach, chard, endive, etc.,
should be covered % to % inch deep. Large seed, such as corn,
beans, squash, melons, peas, cucumbers, etc., may be planted
1% to 2 inches deep. The seed may be sown with a small garden
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seeder or by hand in a shallow furrow. A broad, shallow furrow
may be used for beets, carrots, lettuce, onions, and radishes.
Cover the seed with finely pulverized soil and firm with the
back of a rake or hand to prevent drying, to eliminate air pockets,
and to force the soil particles in close contact with the seed.

It is difficult to estimate the amount of seed for a given length
of row. Small seeded crops, such as lettuce and carrots, are seeded
3 or 4 times as heavy as needed for a good stand to allow for poor
germination, damping off, and cutworms. Hardy crops, such as
corn, squash, peas, and beans, are planted just a little thicker than
needed for a stand. Beet and chard seeds are multiple and each
one produces two or more plants.

Buy Good Seed of Adapted Varieties

Always buy good seed from a reliable seedsman.1 High quality,
fresh seed are dependable; cheap seed are not dependable. Unless
the gardener is prepared to carefully select seed at home it will
be safer to purchase high grade seed from reliable seedsmen.

The gardener should know or find out the varieties best suited
to his needs and locality before buying. There is a great difference
in varieties, and very often the success or failure of a garden de-
pends upon the care in selecting adapted varieties. Plan to have
the seed required for planting early, midseason, and late varieties
of all vegetables that will produce more than one crop; or make
successive plantings of the same variety with the idea of extend-
ing the harvesting season. Each year some new or novel vege-
tables are listed in the seed catalogs. It is interesting to try some
of the most promising ones, but do not depend upon these novel-
ties for main garden crops.

Thinning Should Be Done Early

Thinning should not be delayed until the plants become badly
crowded; the 3 or 4 leaf stage is about right. Young carrots and
beets should be well established before thinning. Even spacing
tends to hasten maturity of root crops. A rather thickly planted
row may be harvested over a longer period. Depending on soil
fertility and variety the following rules apply generally to spacing
in the row: root crops—1 to 3 inches, leafy crops—4 to 8 inches,
onions—2 to 3 inches, and beans—3 to 5 inches.

1A seedsman can be said to be reliable who consistently supplies varieties
true to name, free from diseases, and of high germination.
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The hotbeds may be covered with glass sash, muslin, glass cloth,
or any material that will hold the heat in the bed, prevent freez-
ing, and protect the plants from adverse weather conditions. The
cover should be removed after danger of frost is over and a week
or ten days before the plants are set in the field. Water should
be withheld during the last week to harden off the plants and
make them hardier for transplanting.

A fire or electric-heated hotbed is more permanent and offers
the gardener the opportunity of controlling temperatures; how-
ever, the cost of transplants produced in such hotbeds is higher
than those produced in manure heated hotbeds. The construction
of the bed is different for an electric or fire-heated bed. Ask your
county agent for plans.

A cold frame is constructed the same as a hotbed. There is no
bottom heat and the frame rests on the surface of the ground. In
areas where the winter temperatures are not severe, plants can
be started successfully in a cold frame if the frame is located in
a protected place and covered with glass, glass cloth, or muslin.
The cover should be lowered at night to protect the plants from
frost and conserve the heat absorbed during the day. Very often
plants that are started in hotbeds are removed to cold frames,
spaced 2 or 3 inches apart, and allowed to grow and harden off
before being transplanted to the garden. This is a good way to
get early tomato and pepper plants started.

Seeds may also be sown in flats or boxes and kept in a warm,
protected place. Put 3 or 4 inches of soil in the container and firm
it evenly with a board. A good potting soil can be made by using
one-third good garden soil, one-third peat moss or pulverized
manure, and one-third sand. The seed can be sown broadcast or
in rows and covered one-half inch deep with fine soil. A thin
layer of washed sand on top will dry quickly after watering and
often will prevent damping off. A burlap bag or sheets of paper
may be placed over the flat or box to hold the moisture to the
surface; however, the soil should be examined each day to de-
termine if watering is necessary. As soon as the seedlings appear
the burlap bag or paper should be removed and the flat set in
partial shade for a day. After this, give it as nearly full sunshine
as possible. When the plants have about four leaves they should
be thinned to 2 to 3 inches apart each way; or the plants may be
moved to other flats, to a coldframe, to individual pots, or to
treated paper bands (3 inches in diameter and 4 inches tall). When
the small plants are taken from the flats they should be lifted
and not pulled, leaving as much soil on the roots as possible. Good
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soils that tend to bake or crack easily. Sandy loam soils require
little stirring to insure water penetration, but heavier soils should
have the crust broken after each irrigation. Shallow cultivation is
best for most vegetable crops, as they feed mainly near the surf-
ace; deep cultivation will injure or destroy many of the feeding
roots. See that the soil is not stirred over an inch or two deep
away from the plant row. Often fertilizer is mixed into the soil
during cultural operations. For small gardens a hoe, rake, or
wheelhoe is satisfactory for stirring the soil. For larger farm
gardens horse drawn implements equipped with knife-type blades
or cultivator teeth are best,

GARDENING IN DRY FARMING AREAS

Dry land gardening differs from irrigated gardening in that
there is a need for protecting the area from wind by tree shelter
belts and fences, and also in the attention which must be given to
every detail which will aid in moisture conservation.

The three principles in moisture conservation are:
1. Storing moisture in the soil before planting the crop.
2. Destruction of weeds with frequent shallow cultivation

before they rob the vegetable plants of moisture.
3. Wider planting of the vegetable crops to give more feed-

ing space per plant than under moist conditions.

Helpful Suggestions

1. Where there are no trees or hedges other means, such as
snow fences or other barricades should be employed to trap snow
on the gardens.

2. The garden should be put into condition for seeding just
as soon as the surface soil is dry enough, to permit cultivation. A
fine, firm seedbed is necessary for all small seeds.

3. Vegetables should be planted as early in the spring as their
frost hardiness will permit. Onions, lettuce, radishes, and par-
snips should be sown very early, followed by carrots, beets, tur-
nips, and chard. Corn, potatoes, beans, pumpkin and squash
should be planted after the danger of frost is past. Cabbage and
cauliflower plants should be started early in hotbeds or flats, to
be transplanted in early spring.

4. In dry land gardening it is absolutely necessary that vege-
table seeds be planted in moist soil. If the topsoil is dry, push back
the loose dirt before making the seed row. Plant in the moist
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soil, cover and pack the soil firmly. If water is available, moisten
the seed row before sowing even though the soil is moist. Cover-
ing with burlap will hold the moisture to the surface and hasten
germination; this material should be removed as the seedlings
come through the ground.

5. The best time to commence weed destruction is before the
weeds appear above the soil surface. Weeds that never develop
beyond the two leaf stage do not use much moisture. Frequent
shallow cultivation is all that is needed to control weeds, main-
tain a soil mulch, and conserve moisture. Deep cultivation quickly
dries out the soil.

6. Control insect pests. Insect injury under drought condi-
tions is more damaging than when there is a plentiful supply of
moisture to help the plants recover.

STORE OR CAN THE SURPLUS FOR WINTER
Storing of vegetables is one way to lengthen the season when

crops cannot be used in the fresh state. Storage is necessary in
areas where the winter temperatures are too low for the vege-
table crops to grow or be left in the ground.

Root crops, such as beets, carrots, turnips, salsify, and possibly
potatoes usually are stored in cool, damp cellars or in outdoor
pits. Cabbage can be stored in straw-lined trenches or furrows.
Parsnips should be left in the ground all winter. Pumpkins,
squash, and sweet potatoes must not be bruised, and require a
warm, dry place. Onions should have a cool, dry storage room
or shed.

CULTURAL SUGGESTIONS FOR INDIVIDUAL
VEGETABLE CROPS

ASPARAGUS is one of the best and most commonly grown
three feet apart. The soil should be deep, loose,
and free from weeds. A heavy application of
barnyard manure should be plowed into the
soil; this should be supplemented with a phos-
phorus and nitrogen fertilizer. Asparagus is a
heavy feeder and requires plenty of organic fer-
tilizer and water.

The roots are set in trenches 10 to 12 inches
deep with the roots spread laterally and cov-
ered with 2 or 3 inches of soil. As the shoots
grow, the soil is worked around the plant until
the furrow is filled.
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BEOCCOLI is fairly easy to grow and can be harvested over a
long season. In the lower valleys the seed is sown in August and
September and the seedlings transplanted in September and Oc-
tober. The culture is the same as for cabbage. The sprouts or
heads are harvested before the blossom buds open. Broccoli is
high in vitamin content and is a constant supply of greens. Italian
Green Sprouting is an excellent variety for Arizona.

CABBAGE is best when grown to mature during the fall, win-
ter and early spring months in the lower elevations, and during
the summer months in the high elevations. The seed may be

planted in the field, but for home gar-
dens it is generally considered best to
grow transplants in seedbeds. From 6
to 10 weeks will be required to grow
good, thrifty transplants. When the
plants are 4 to 6 inches in height, they
should be set in the garden row and
watered immediately. The plants are
set 15 to 24 inches apart in the row de-

pending upon the size of the mature head.
Cultivation should be shallow and frequent when plants are

small; later on, just enough to prevent the growth of weeds. Cab-
bage will stand considerable cold, but cannot be kept very long
in late spring when the weather becomes warm. Golden Acre
is the best early maturing variety; Copenhagen Market is medium
early and Danish Ballhead is the best late maturing variety.

CARROTS are one of the best cool weather crops. They do
well in a wide variety of soils but develop their best quality when
grown rapidly in rich soil. The long type should be used on sandy

or sandy loam soils; and on heavier soils, the
half-long types. The seedbed should be well
prepared as the seed germinate and push
through the soil slowly. Carrots are at their
best when about 1 inch in diameter at the
top. Successive plantings at 4- or 5-week
intervals will lengthen the harvest season.
Thinning from 2 to 3 inches in the row will
make smoother roots and hasten maturity.
They are easily stored over winter. Impera-
tor is the most popular commercial variety

but Red Cored Chantenay and Nantes are favorites for home
gardens.
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CAULIFLOWER will stand some frost, but is injured by hot
weather. Planting time and culture are the same as for cabbage,
except that it does not withstand adverse conditions as well as
cabbage. The soil must be rich and irrigated thoroughly so that
'the plants will grow vigorously and produce large heads. On the
improved varieties it is not necessary that the leaves be tied over
the center of the plant so that the head will be blanched when
mature. Aphids are the worst insect pest and should be con-
trolled early; even a light infestation will lower the quality of the
head. Early Snowball is a good variety adapted to commercial
planting and home gardening.

CHINESE CABBAGE is an excellent salad or pot vegetable.
It is at best quality and easiest to grow during the fall and winter
months, requires a rich soil, and should have frequent, light irri-
gations. Seed germinate readily and young plants should be
thinned to 8 to 10 inches apart in the row. Plants form large, loose
to hard heads, depending on the coolness of the weather at ma-
turity. Plants are high in vitamin content. Wong Bok is the
variety commonly grown by home gardeners.

COLLARDS are a hardy green vegetable of the cabbage fam-
ily. Cultivation is about the same as for cabbage. They do well
on poor soil, will stand very cold weather, and are high in vitamin
content. Georgia or Creole are the most common varieties.

CHARD is one of the best leafy green vegetables. It withstands
frost and hot weather. Chard is a heavy feeder and should be
planted on a rich soil. In some parts of southern Arizona a seed-

ing in early fall and spring is necessary
as the plants tend to go to seed. The
young plants are thinned to 8 to 10
inches. As the outside leaves become a
good size, they can be harvested and
harvest can be continued throughout the
season. When the plants become too
large for table use, they make an ex-
cellent green for poultry. Lucullus is
an excellent, hardy variety of the green

type. Khubarb is a new red variety that is gaining in popularity
with home gardeners.

CELERY requires a rich, moist soil, well supplies with organic
matter. It is a crop that is more difficult to grow than the average
garden vegetable, but gardeners who are willing to give it the
proper care and attention can raise a fine crop. Celery requires a
very rich soil, high in organic matter. The seed germinate slowly
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and the young plants are slow to develop. In southern Arizona
celery should be grown during the cooler months of the year.
The seed should be sown in flats or seedbeds in April and May.
The transplants will be ready to set in the garden or field between
September 1 and 15. The crop will be ready to harvest in Febru-
ary and March. As celery is a shallow-rooted plant, it needs fre-
quent irrigations to keep the surface soil moist all during the
growing season. The green varieties, such as Giant Pascal, are
the only ones used in this state. Plant in soil free of nematodes.

CORN should be planted on rich land and cultivated the same as
the field crop. It should be planted in blocks of two or more rows
to insure good pollination. Plant as soon as the danger of frost is

over. Successive plantings about two weeks apart
will lengthen the harvesting season. In the high
elevations and for early corn, plant the early ma-
turing varieties, such as Seneca 60. The main crop
should be of the midseason or later varieties, such
as Golden Cross Bantam or Ioana, as the ears are
longer and of very good quality. Mexican June is
a field corn, but is a good, all-purpose variety for
southern Arizona. Golden Cross Bantam and Ioana
are the best varieties of sweet corn, provided the
soil is rich or is given a heavy application of fer-
tilizer and plenty of irrigation water. Golden

Grain is another variety that is being grown by home gardeners.
Frequent, light irrigations and shallow cultivations are best be-
cause corn is a heavy surface feeder. Corn responds well to
liberal applications of nitrogen fertilizers.

Sweet corn should be harvested in the milk stage and used
immediately. If stored it should be kept in a cool place. The sugar
content is lost rapidly after harvest, especially at high tempera-
tures.

Corn earworm and flea beetles are the most destructive pests.

CUCUMBERS are practical only in larger gardens where space
is available, unless grown on a trellis or fence. The seed should
not be sown until the soil warms up in the spring. It is a good

plan to apply well-rotted manure under the
row or hill. In rows the plants are thinned
2 to 3 feet apart; the hills spaced about 4
feet each way with 2 or 3 plants per hill.
Frequent, light irrigation is best. The plants
require frequent, shallow cultivation until
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the vines fill the space between the rows or hills, then the large
weeds can be pulled by hand. If the fruit is all harvested before
turning yellow, the vines will continue to bear for a longer period
of time. Colorado and similar types are the best slicing varieties.
Chicago Pickling and National Pickling are the best pickling
varieties.

EGGPLANT is a hot weather crop and should not be set out
until all danger of frost is passed and the ground has become
warm. The plants should be started in paper pots and later set
out in the garden. Set the plants 18 to 24 inches apart in the row.
The fruit is best if harvested when 4 to 6 inches in diameter, but
it is edible from the time it is one-third grown. All mature fruit
should be removed from the plant so it will continue to bear. In
harvesting leave the calyx and a small portion of the stem on the
fruit. The plants should bear from midsummer to frost. Black
Beauty is the most common variety grown in home gardens.

ENDIVE is a good salad crop. It is grown in the same manner
as leaf lettuce. It should be thinned from 6 to 10 inches in the
row. The hearts may be blanched by tying the tops when the
plants are 10 to 12 inches high. In a week or ten days the entire
plant can be harvested. Green Curled is one of the best varieties.

GARLIC is propagated by separating the mature bulbs into
small bulbets or cloves. These are set out during the winter and

early spring in rows 12 to 15 inches apart and
2 to 3 inches apart in the row. The general
culture is the same as for onions. The mature
bulbs are dug after the tops begin to die. When
they are gathered, the tops can be braided to-
gether and the "rope" hung in a shed to cure.

Large White Improved is the best garlic.

KALE is a hardy, cool season crop of the cabbage family that
will stand a lot of cold weather. It should be sown in rows and
thinned 6 to 8 inches apart in the row. The culture is the same as
for cabbage. When small, the entire plant may be cut close to the
ground or when larger the leaves may be pulled as needed. This
vegetable is high in vitamins. Dwarf Green Curled or Dwarf
Blue Curled are the best varieties for home gardens.
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KOHLRABI is another member of the cabbage family. The
round, edible portion is somewhat like
a turnip. The seed are sown in rows and
thinned 4 to 6 inches in the row. Leaves
are 8 to 10 inches long and bulbs are 2 to
3 inches in diameter. The bulbs are har-
vested when they are 1 to 2% inches in
diameter; otherwise, they become tough
and fibrous very rapidly. White and
Purple Vienna are the only popular
varieties. The White is mild flavored,

early and excellent for home and market gardens. Also, it is the
variety commonly used for forcing.

LEEK belongs to the onion family, but has only a mild onion
flavor. It does not form a bulb, but it should be cared for and used
the same as green onions. The seed can be sown in place or trans-
planted. The plants should be thinned 3 to 5 inches apart in the
row. Soil should be banked up around the plants to blanch the
lower part. Leek is used principally in soups and stews. Large
American Flag is the most popular variety.

LETTUCE is the most popular salad crop and should be grown
in every home garden during the time of the year when condi-
tions are favorable. It is a cool season crop and cannot be matured

during hot weather. For home gardens a suc-
cession of plantings 3 to 4 weeks apart should
be made to insure a continuous supply. The
seed should be sown thickly in single or double
rows, on slightly raised beds where it is to
mature. When the plants are about 2 inches

high, they should be thinned to 12 inches apart in the row for
head lettuce. Leaf lettuce is thinned 8 to 10 inches.

Lettuce requires a fairly rich soil and a well pulverized seed-
bed. The seed should be planted uniformly one-quarter to one-
half inch in depth. The seedbed must be kept moist continuously
until the plants are up, but avoid flooding the seed row. Land to
be planted to lettuce should receive a heavy application of barn-
yard manure. Lettuce will respond readily to commercial fer-
tilizers—treble superphosphate at the rate of 150 pounds per
acre, 1 pound per 100 foot row, applied two inches below and
two inches to the furrow side of the seed row. After thinning and
until maturity, the plants can be side dressed with any readily
available nitrogen fertilizer, % pound per 100 foot row, as needs
are indicated by the plants.
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Black Seeded Simpson and Grand Rapids are the best varieties
of leaf lettuce and are adapted to all sections of the state. In
southern Arizona Imperial 152 and Imperial 44 are the best
varieties of head lettuce for fall planting; in the spring Imperial
152 is the best. In the higher elevations Imperial 44 is the most
popular head lettuce.

CANTALOUPE and other MUSKMELON require a high tem-
perature and plenty of sunlight for the development of high qual-
ity fruit. For this reason the spring and summer months in

Arizona are well suited for the growing
of this crop. Cantaloupes are an excellent
source of Vitamin C and are ready for use
when citrus fruit is scarce and high in price.
Melons require a rather fertile soil and may
be seeded in rows or hills. Well-rotted
barnyard manure should be applied in fur-
rows under the rows or in hills before
planting the seed. The seed should not be

planted until danger of frost is over. For earlier planting use
hot caps or some other form of protection. Sow 8 to 10 seed
per hill, space the hills 4 to 6 feet apart; or seed in rows 6
feet apart. Plant the seed on the south or west slope of ridge.
After the fourth leaf develops, thin the plants to 3 or 4 in each
hill, or 18 to 24 inches apart in the row. The vines should be
trained away from the irrigation furrow. Frequent irrigations
are necessary when the vines have nearly covered the ground,
from fruit set until harvest. For home use harvest in "full slip,"
or when the fruit turns yellowish and a crack.forms around the
base of the stem where it is attached to the fruit.

Imperial 45 is the most popular commercial variety. Hale's
Best, Perfecto, and Hearts of Gold are the varieties most com-
monly grown in home gardens.

The HONEYDEW is a medium to large, smooth, white melon
with green flesh. When ripe the white turns to a cream color and
the blossom end softens. The melons may be stored in a cool
place for several weeks if picked while still firm.

The CASABA is a late melon that does not ripen until Septem-
ber and which will continue to improve in flavor if left on the
vine until the fruit is soft. The hard, ripe fruit can be stored in
a cool, dry place for 6 to 8 weeks.

The JAP MELON is one used widely in the mid and high eleva-
tions. The rind is yellowish brown with dark green spots. The
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flesh is orange in color and of excellent quality. The melon can
be stored only a few days.

MUSTARD is a hardy, cool weather vegetable grown in much
the same manner as spinach. The plants should be spaced about
6 inches apart in the row. Successive plantings will give a longer
harvest season. Mustard is a high vitamin crop. Southern Giant
Curled is the most popular variety.

OKEA is one of the good, warm season vegetables and should
not be planted until the danger of frost is over. To get a good

stand, soak the seed for 24 hours and plant only the
swelled seed. The plants should be spaced 18 to 24
inches in the row. The young tender pods should be
picked every 2 or 3 days. Do not allow pods to ma-
ture or the plants will stop bearing. In picking
avoid injuring the tip of the stem where new pods

are formed. Okra can be used in soups or as a cooked vegetable.
White Velvet is the common garden variety.

ONIONS, one of the more important garden crops, can be
grown in a small space. They require a fertile, well-drained soil.
Green or bunching onions can be grown either from seeds or sets

over a season extending from early fall to
spring m southern Arizona. The season to
plant seed for dry or bulb onions in this
area extends from November to January, It
should be closely checked with local condi-
tions in each community; if planted too early
the plants are likely to go to seed instead of
forming bulbs. If sets are used, avoid the
larger sizes as they are apt to seed prema-
turely. In northern Arizona the seed may

be sown in hotbeds in early spring or transplants set out as soon
as severe freezing has passed. Plants grown for transplanting
should be moved when about the size of a pencil and before the
bulb starts to form. If the bulb has formed, the plant may go to
seed. On transplants the tops should be trimmed to 6 inches and
the roots to 1 inch in length.

Onions require plenty of moisture, especially from the time
growth starts in the spring until harvest. Frequent, shallow cul-
tivations are necessary. When the bulbs approach maturity, soil
should be crowned over them to prevent sunburn. Continuous
growth is necessary to prevent the formation of doubles.

Dry onions should be left in the field until the bulbs are mature
and the tops begin to die. When the outer skins of the onions are
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dry and the tops begin to die naturally, they may be pulled and
placed in rows with the tops partially covering the bulbs to pro-
tect them from the direct sun. When dry remove the top by cut-
ting it one-half inch from the bulb. The onions may then be
placed in slatted crates or open mesh sacks and put under shelter
for further curing. Stack the crates or sacks so that air can circu-
late freely on all sides and underneath. The time for curing may
vary from 3 to 4 weeks, depending upon weather conditions. After
the bulbs are thoroughly cured, store in a cool, dry place where
there is plenty of ventilation.

Bunching and young Crystal Wax are the most popular green
onions. For dry bulbs the White and Crystal Wax are the best;
Sweet Spanish, Babosa, and Yellow Globe Danvers are the most
common yellow onions.

PAKSLEY is a hardy, cool season crop that is used as a garnish
and for seasoning soups. The seed are slow to germinate. When
up and established, they are thinned to 3 to 4 inches in the row.
The outer leaves may be used when large enough, and the plant
will continue to bear for several months. Moss Curled is about
the only variety grown in home gardens.

PARSNIPS require a long growing season; the seeds germinate
slowly and the roots are slow in maturing. A rich, deep soil is
necessary as the roots grow 12 to 15 inches; on heavy soils the
stand is poor and the roots are crooked. Radish seed may be
used to mark the row to permit early cultivation. The roots may
be left in the ground and harvested as needed. Freezing improves
the quality. Grown mainly in the middle and high elevations.
Hollow Crown is the only variety of importance.

PEAS are a cool season crop and are easiest grown during the
fall, winter or early spring months in southern Arizona. The
vines will stand considerable frost, but the blossoms and young

pods are very tender. The seed should be planted
in single rows 1 to 2 inches in depth and the rows
should be 18 to 24 inches apart. The seed may be
planted in moist soil with no further irrigation until
the plants are up. It is well to treat the seed to pre-
vent damping off. If the plants do not make good
growth, side dress with a nitrogen fertilizer.

Peas should be harvested when the pods are well
filled and before they become hard. For best flavor
and quality use immediately. If the peas must be

kept for a short time, leave them in the pod and store in as cool
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a place as possible. In southern Arizona Improved Laxton's
Progress, Giant Stride, and Morse's Market are the most popular
varieties; in higher elevations Thomas Laxton, Telephone and
Bliss Everbearing are found in most home gardens.

PEPPERS are divided into two main classes—the large sweet
type used for salads and cooking and the small hot-flavored var-
ieties which are used green, ripe, or dried for flavoring. They
produce best during the hot summer months. The culture is

about the same as for tomatoes, although they
require a more fertile soil. The seed are sown in
flats and in about 8 weeks are ready to transplant.
The plants are set 15 to 18 inches apart in single
rows. Soil should be worked to the plant as the
season progresses so that by harvest time the roots
are covered several inches deep. The salad peppers
are harvested as they mature; the hot varieties are
allowed to stay on the plant until all are ready

to be gathered and then are picked at one time. The latter kind
may be strung on strings and hung up until dry and brittle, then
they can be stored and used as needed. Anaheim Chili and Ked
Chili are the common hot varieties. California Wonder, World
Beater, and Pimento are the popular varieties of sweet peppers.

POTATOES should be included in every farm garden, but
should not be grown in small, city gardens where space is limited.
In southern Arizona potatoes can be grown both as a spring and

a fall crop. In northern Arizona only a summer
crop is possible. Plant only good seed potatoes,
get certified seed if possible. The small potatoes
may be planted whole, but the larger ones
should be cut into pieces weighing 1 to 2 ounces
having one or more eyes. The seed should not
be cut until just before planting. The planting

should be done a few weeks before the last frost in the spring.
In irrigated sections the seedbed should be filled with moisture

before the potatoes are planted. The seed pieces should be drop-
ped 10 to 15 inches apart in the furrow and covered with 4 or 5
inches of soil. As a rule no irrigation is necessary until the plants
are a few inches high. At this time furrows may be made and
the soil gradually hilled up around the plants as they develop.
To irrigate, a small stream of water should be turned in the fur-
row between the rows and allowed to run until the bed on which
the plants are standing is soaked through. The plants should be
irrigated often enough to keep the soil around the roots moist at
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all times. Under dry land conditions the seed pieces are planted
5 to 6 inches in depth in moist soil.

The crop should be dug when the vines have partly died and
the skin on the potatoes does not "feather." Early potatoes can
be dug as soon as they are large enough to use. Potatoes must
be fully matured for storage. Bliss Triumph and White Rose are
the popular early varieties; Katahdin and Pontiac are best for
late potatoes.

PUMPKINS (See SQUASH).

RADISHES are one of the quickest crops to mature and one of
the easiest to grow. They should be grown on
rich soil and irrigated frequently for quickest
maturity and best eating quality. They are a
cool-season crop. Only a few feet of a row
should be planted at one time, but successive
plantings should be made every 2 or 3 weeks.
The seeds germinate quickly and are often used
to indicate rows where slow germinating seeds,
such as parsnips and carrots, have been sown.
Scarlet Turnip, Scarlet Globe and Crimson

Giant are the varieties commonly grown in home gardens and for
commercial plantings.

RHUBARB is a hardy perennial vegetable that does best in
the cooler areas of Arizona. It is grown for the large leaf stalk.
Rhubarb requires a deep, rich soil, high in organic matter. A
heavy application of barnyard manure should be worked into the
soil before planting. Generally the plants are propagated by cut-
ting an old crown into several pieces, leaving at least one eye or
bud on each piece. Where deep freezing occurs, the plants should
be set out in the spring; in the milder areas fall planting is best.
The planting should be made on one side of the garden. The
plants should be spaced 3 to 4 feet apart. Each fall the plants
should be heavily mulched with barnyard manure for protection
and to furnish plant food.

The soil should be kept moist by light, frequent irrigations. In
cultivating care should be taken not to injure the crown. Forcing
boxes may be used over each plant to get long stalks early in the
spring. To allow plants to develop a strong root system, no har-
vesting shall be done the first season. Full harvest should not be
expected until the third season. Do not allow the plants to go to
seed. Crimson Winter and Victoria are the popular varieties.
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SALSIFY or vegetable oyster is a slow growing, cool-season
crop that is handled much like parsnips. The plants should be
thinned to about 2 inches in the row. In most areas of the state
the roots may be left in the soil and harvested as needed. It is
grown mainly in the higher elevations. Mammoth Sandwich
Island is the only variety grown in Arizona.

SPINACH is one of the best garden greens due to its high nutri-
tive value and should be grown in every home garden. It is a
cool-season crop. It goes to seed readily in warm weather. It is

grown best on slightly raised beds. The seed
can be sown in wide bands or broadcast on top
of the beds. Successive plantings should be
made to provide a long harvesting season. The
entire plant should be harvested by cutting
near the ground when it is large enough. If
the large plants are harvested first, the young
plants will develop. Younger plants will stand

more frost than older ones. Apply a nitrogen fertilizer to make
the plants grow rapidly. Prickly Winter and Bloomsdale Long
Standing are the best varieties for home gardens.

SQUASH AND PUMPKINS have many different kinds of fruit
forms; and squash of some variety should be planted in every
farm garden. Squash are divided into two groups: summer squash,
or those harvested when young; and winter squash, or those

harvested in the late summer when
fully mature. The first group has yel-
low, green, and white fruits, and as the
plants are of the bush type, they require
relatively little space. The culture is the
same as for cucumbers or cantaloupes.
For an early harvest the plants may be
started under hot caps. They should be
thinned to one in a hill. The fruit is har-

vested when about half grown or before the rind hardens.
Winter squashes are of the vine type and the culture is about

the same as for watermelons. The fruit is left on the vine until
it is fully mature, or until the rind hardens. The fruit will stand
some frost, but should not be allowed to freeze. The mature
squash can be stored several months in a cool, dry place. The
yellow-fleshed ones are highest in vitamin content.

Pumpkins are grown in the same way as winter squash. The
small pie pumpkin is excellent in quality. A small bush type
pumpkin is now developed for the small garden. Some of the
larger pumpkins, like Connecticut Field, are of high quality for
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making pies. The Cushaw is very hardy, but is not as good in
quality. Other large pumpkins are used mainly for stock feed.

White Bush Scalloped, Early Prolific Straightneck, and Black
Zucchini are the most popular summer squashes. Banana, Hub-
bard, and Table Queen are the main varieties of late squashes.
Small Sugar, Connecticut Field, and Crookneck Cushaw are the
popular varieties of pumpkins.

SWEET POTATOES are limited to the warmer areas under
4000 feet elevation; the plants are sensitive to frost. The sweet
potato plant is propagated from sprouts grown by placing small
sweet potatoes in a hotbed and covering with 3 or 4 inches of soil.
When the sprouts are about 8 inches long, the sprouts are pulled
from the bedded potato and set in the garden. Several crops of

sprouts may be produced if the bed is kept moist.
The sprouts are planted 12 to 15 inches apart on
raised beds 3 feet apart. The plants should have
light, frequent irrigations on sandy soils. The
vines should cover the entire surface of the soil
by midseason.

The potatoes should be dug when they are fully
mature and the vines begin to turn yellow. If the

vines are injured by frost, they should be cut off immediately and
if the potatoes are not dug, a little soil should be mounded over the
hill. In the warmer areas, the potatoes can be left in the ground
for several months. After digging the potatoes should be placed
in a warm, dry room or cellar and allowed to cure or "sweat."
After curing, they are stored in a cool, dry place for several
months. The best edible condition is reached after the potatoes
have been in storage for several weeks. Porto Rico, Red Velvet,
and Nancy Hall are the popular yam type potato; Yellow Jersey
is the most popular of the dryer type potato.

TOMATOES are so generally used and liked that they are a
"must" vegetable in every home garden whether large or small.
The tomato is a warm-season plant and requires a fairly long

season for full development. It does best in a
good loam soil, high in organic matter, which
does not dry out rapidly. For early tomatoes
in the low elevations the plants should be
started in flats or hotbeds 6 or 8 weeks before
transplanting in the garden. When the seed-
lings have the first rough leaves, they should
be transplanted in separate containers or
thinned to stand 2 or 3 inches apart in the flat
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or hotbed. The plants will be stockier and hardier if they are not
forced too much; forcing results in spindly, leggy plants. Such
plants should grow rapidly if the soil and temperature are warm.
If the soil and temperature are cold, growth will be held back
and if there is danger of frost the plants should be covered. If
transplants are not used or the acreage is large, the seed may be
sown in beds on the warm side of the row, then covered with
hotcaps. Such plantings can be made about 3 weeks before the
danger of frost is over.

For home gardens the very early varieties, such as Victor and
Bounty, are planted 2 feet apart. Early to midseason varieties,
such as Earliana, Morse's 498, and June Pink, are planted 3 feet
apart. Late, large growing varieties, such as Marglobe, Pearson,
Stokesdale, and Stone, are spaced 4 feet apart. The rows should
be spaced from 4 to 5 feet apart. The plants should be set on one
side of the furrow and the vines trained on the dry bed. Staking
is common where space is limited and where fruit rots spoil many
of the tomatoes. Frequent irrigations are necessary for continuous
growth and a good fruit set. (For more detailed information on
growing tomatoes, see mimeographed circular TOMATOES
FROM THE HOME GARDEN.) Earliana, Morse's 498, Pearson,
Marglobe, Stone, and Victor are the more common varieties
grown in different parts of the state.

TURNIPS are a hardy, cool-weather
crop that can be grown most anywhere
in the state. They should be grown
rapidly and harvested before getting
too large. For a continuous supply make
successive plantings. The tops or
"greens" are very rich in vitamins. The
seed germinate readily and should be
thinned from 2 to 4 inches apart in the
row. Purple Top White Globe is the
best home garden variety.

WATERMELONS require more space than most vine crops
and should not be grown in small gardens. They require a grow-
ing season of at least four months. They are usually planted in
hills 6 to 8 feet apart each way. The plants respond well to nitro-
gen fertilization. Watermelons can be grown under dry land
conditions by allowing plenty of space between the hills and
thinning to one strong plant in each hill. Under irrigation the
vines should be watered frequently, especially during fruit set
and maturity. Watermelons do not cross with cantaloupes,
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chewing insects are controlled by applying stomach poisons to
leaves and plant parts, or poison baits, and the insect is killed by
eating the poison-coated material. Lead arsenate, calcium arsen-
ate, cryolite, and rotenone are common stomach poisons. Roten-
one is the only stomach poison listed that is non-toxic to man
when used as directed. Extreme care should be exercised in using
arsenical dusts and sprays as they are poisonous to man as well
as insects. Plant parts or fruits for human consumption should
not be treated with these materials. Pyrethrum and rotenone
compounds are nonpoisonous to man in concentrations recom-
mended for insect control and should be used on plant parts in-
tended for food. In either case the edible part should be thorough-
ly washed or peeled before serving. Sucking insects, such as
aphids, true bugs, and leafhoppers cause injury by sucking out the
plant juices. Sucking insects are controlled by covering them
with a contact poison that kills by contact or stops up the breath-
ing pores. Nicotine sulphate, pyrethrum, sulphurs, oil emulsions,
soaps, and rotenone are the most common contact poisons. Ro-
tenone is the most common insecticide that can be used as a
stomach and contact poison.

In applying spray and dust material, whether for chewing or
sucking insects, the two most important considerations are time-
liness and thoroughness of application. It is necessary that all
parts of the plants above ground, including both sides of the
leaves, be thoroughly covered. Spray materials must be applied
under pressure and as soon as the insects first appear. Dust should
be applied in early morning or late afternoon when the weather
is calm, and preferably when the plants are slightly moist with
dew. Nicotine dusts are more effective if applied during the heat
of the day. Sulphur dust should not be applied on cucurbit crops
when the temperature is above 85° F., except to tomatoes, as it
may cause burning of the foliage. To delay a few days in con-
trolling insects may mean the loss of a crop.

DISEASES—Bordeaux mixture is the best general spray to
use in controlling most of the common garden diseases. If large
quantities are needed it may be prepared at home, but for the
small gardener the commercially prepared Bordeaux may be
bought in nearly any seed store. In spraying for disease control
it is necessary that the coverage be thorough and properly timed.

In the middle and high elevations cheesecloth covers may be
used over plants that are susceptible to curly top to prevent hop-
pers which carry the virus from feeding on the plants.
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INSECT WHERE FOUND HOW CONTROLLED

Squash Vine Borer Bores in stems of squash
and pumpkins.

Remove and destroy all in-
fested plants. Keep base of
vines covered with a stomach
poison. Dust with 1 part cal-
cium arsenate in 9 parts of
hydrated lime or gypsum. Or
spray with 2 ounces copper
sulphate, 3 ounces hydrated
lime dissolved separately and
mixed together with water to
make 3 gallons, add 1%
ounces of lead arsenate. A
1% rotenone dust is very ef-
fective.

Tomato Horn Worm

Russet Mite

Grasshoppers

Worm eats foliage and On small plantings hand
young stems. pick and destroy the worms.

Dust plants with 1 part sul-
phur and 1 part cryolite to

Mites suck juices from kill both insects. After toma-
grbwing tips. toes are ready to harvest dust

with 1% rotenone dust.

Feed on all parts of plants. Use same bait as suggested
for cutworms.
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